142	you can't be too careful
Adam and Eve indeed !  Catch her !  Catch her taking off a
blessed thing !   With her everlasting " Starp it."
Presently Edward Albert found himself actually flirting in
Doober's and being competed for, actually competed for, by
two energetic and interesting young women only five or six
years older than himself. They were overripe virgins and they
too suffered from the tortures of suppression the social order
inflicted upon them. Nature urged them on and they didn't
know, they didn't know, and an infinite futility was expected of
them. What outlook had they? Older men would fall
for any cheeky kid of sixteen first, and there didn't seem
to be any young men left. Such a lot of young men had beeii
killed. What were left were Nancy boys. They were mostly
objectors to war and love alike. They seemed to have turned
their backs on life altogether. But here was something at once
male and ostensibly harmless, that had missed all that.
The attentions of these young women seemed to him
much more formidable and much more interesting than those
of the Leasehold office girls, particularly after Molly let him
down. He talked to them with an intermittent nervous laugh
as a sort of declaration of insincerity. He didn't dare think
of kissing or hugging them or anything of that sort, he didn't
know how they'd take it, but he said the boldest things to them.
Much worse than what he said to the North London Lease-
holds girls, who'd snap your head off at almost anything.
They began it. They certainly began it. They wanted to
win his calflove and reduce him to adoration, slavery, timid
offerings, and the running of errands, which is what
adolescents are for. Easier than men but not so dangerous as
men. Either could have managed it, no doubt, but not both.
One was a remarkable dark young woman who had
been in France for some months, and had become temporarily
Frenchified by that experience. Her name was Evangeline
Birkenhead, she was interested apparently in the glove trade,
but^in what precise capacity was never revealed. She was
destined to play a much ampler r61e in Edward Albert's life
than he anticipated, and we shall have much to tell about her.
She spoke French which sounded like the real thing, faster

